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About This Game

You are a prisoner trapped in a strange facility, filled with deadly traps and whispered secrets. At first the facility and its
inhabitants all seem like a mystery to you, but soon you begin to understand: Your only chance to survive is to master the

Magnet Gun and stay out of harms way. If you make yourself useful they will let you live a little longer, and sooner or later you
will get your chance. As the Warden keeps on telling you: “There is always a way out…”
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Unique Tool - The magnet gun is a unique tool that can transform the environment, launch you through the air or assist with
complicated box puzzles

Diversity - The challenges in Magnetic come in many forms, and blend logical puzzles with skill based movement in a unique
combination

No playthrough is the same - Each choice has an impact on what comes next. New secrets and paths are just waiting for
players to find them

Magnetic: Cage Closed Collector's Edition

The Magnetic: Cage Closed Collector's Edition comes with a comprehensive Digital Artbook, Full Digital Soundtrack, and Two
New Devious Challenge Maps.
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Guru Games
Publisher:
Good Shepherd Entertainment
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This is my first review, so I hope I'm not doing anything wrong.

The game is great, the tutorial is informative and not confusing, you have sufficient time to do levels I've seen so far(I'm only
halfway into the 2nd "arc", just a little after unlocking Time Stop") and the story although mostly irrelevant is a fun quick read
without wasting too much time. A slight discomfort(although it really won't outweigh the pros) Is not being able to click on
resources behind goblins when a fireman is already on that goblin, stopping it in its track.

The only real complaint I have is a slight probably unintentional mechanic where after a goblin picks a resource up, a fireman
can be used to "collect" that resource, saving time from making workers walk to and back from resource producing points..
Nice, got it for free because I bought the deluxe edition before the launch of M&M X Legacy!
Nice game but the beginning was a bit irritating as I need to load the games again and again to get the correct combination to
lure the guards.. Just dont buy it... just please dont. Hopefully your next game is a bit longer. Looking forward to solving the
case of the invisible wizard.. The big sad. A very legit Casino game. Mostly it's great for testing any gambling theories out,
before going to a real casino and trying with real money. This game doesn't require you to spend any real money AT ALL. and it
has pretty much EVERY casino game out there. If you run out of money you (can) buy more, or you can just wait a little bit, do
some side mission type thing, or wait until tomorrow to get some more play money. So this developer makes real money of
actual desperate gamblers that spend real cash in order to top leader boards or buy cool clothes or whatever. But if you just want
to try certain strategies before using real money on them, this is the perfect game for that!. I can give a buy recommendation for
all dlcs, but they are not necessary at all costs.. For the sake of my childhood villain, I sacrifice my wallet.

JK got it with character pass. so cheap. Terra's my favorite Final Fantasy character, and I just couldn't help but buy this nice
looking blade for her to use.
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i played the demo of this game when i got my first real computer and i kind of liked it back then.
but i forgot about it and just picked it up recently when it came up in a bundle.

it's a nice game and fun to play. it's not unfair but can be quite challenging, after all it's an old school game so don't expect some
auto heal or any other of that casual cr4p.

if you remeber this game from the old days then go and pick it up.
if you don't then you might want to skip it.. Sucks at loading and kicks you off all the time. Wasted my moneys. Absolutely
amazing design, extremely simple concept yet frustratingly difficult to clear!. As a Patreon backer of Sokpop (which I highly
recommend as all their games are incredible!) I absolutely loved v1.0 of simmiland and this new version does not disappoint!!
There's a lot more depth in this one and I've only touched the tip of the iceberg after an hour of playing! Will be playing a -lot-
more and I highly recommend this game!. When you get to level 4000+ idle strategy becomes so slow. So I switched to an
Active strategy and bought 3 in game AC's with the rubies I had saved up and bought the zombie one and now this one. These
AC's have made the game more enjoyable for me because its allowed me to push through that level 4000 barrier whereas with
my idle strategy I was at a wall around 3300.
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